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Flavonoids are  substances of hydroxylated phenolic groups identified to be powerful free radical scavengers have 

drawn huge consideration as potential therapeutics approaching free radical-mediated disorders, especially diabetes 

mellitus. These flavonoids have brought a huge attention as a therapy toward the diseases generated by free radicals 

as occurring in diabetes. The flavonoids are categorized into: a. flavonols, b. flavonols, c. flavones, d. flavanones, e. 

isoflavones, f .flavonols and g. anthocyanidins . Thus, its presenting as minor metabolites in fungi, vegetables and 

fruits. The synthetic structure is characterized by being composed mainly of 2 aromatic rings (A & B) and 15 carbon 

skeletons that are gathered to three chains of carbon. Flavonoids are compounds with benzo-𝛾-pyrone  skeleton 

structure and are identified to be manufactured by plants as a result of microbial infection. There are chemical 

actions like extent of polymerization, conjugations, hydroxylation treatment results are mostly structured dependent, 

as it carries the effects of anti-diabetes. The animal models and in-vitro investigations showed their ability for 

preventing diabetes and its complications. The systematic review article that performed by Assist. Professor Dr. 

Dunya Lafta showed the positive role of flavonoids, which in a certain way reduce diabetes, as well as study their 

side effects. This review is focused on describing the different types of dietary flavonoids along with their 

mechanisms of reducing blood glucose and enhancing insulin sensitivity, as well as their side effects published in 

current diabetes review journal, Bentham Science Publisher .The article summarizes the current sciences tending to 

discuss the dietary flavonoids outcomes as anti-diabetic and their molecular mechanism on the limited paths: the 

liver enzymes, glucose transporter, tyrosine kinase inhibitor, PPAR, AMPK and NF-κB. The function of flavonoids 

is improving the diabetes pathophysiological abnormalities and its entanglements through metabolism control of 

glucose, a lipid profile and hepatic enzymes actions. Several studies have proven the positive role of  flavonoids in a 

special method on diabetes, but lake of side effects interpretation needs further research. This article focused also on 

the possible advantageous impacts of flavonoids on various components associated with complications of diabetic, 

just as the research condition identified with the preclinical and clinical estimation of these mixes right now. In 

general, we present information advancing the future improvement of all around planned clinical preliminaries with 

flavonoids that have adequate bioavailability as a treatment of diabetic patients.  
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